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The engine is mated on a five speed transmission which delivers an average fuel consumption
of 52 MPG. Other features worthy of being mentioned include the front and rear disc brakes,
push-button electric starter, and a modern instrument panel. You also get a pair of massive
wheels that measure 21 inches up front and 18 inches out back. From there, a gear-driven
counterbalancer minimizes vibrations, while a light, rigid chassis and long-travel suspension
soak up the bumps and deliver superb handling on pavement and off. Handy electric starting
simply makes it all that much easier. Check out the features that make the XRL such a
competent machine on both the street and in the dirt: Semi-double-cradle steel frame.
Lightweight aluminum box-section swingarm with quick-detach rear wheel. Items like that make
it a great dirt bike, while front and rear disc brakes, push-button electric starter, and a compact
speedometer, steel fuel tank, and superior fuel economy make it an excellent street machine.
The XRL is fully equipped for the street: Horn, turn signals, license-plate light, mirrors,
speedometer and more. With a passenger grab strap, folding passenger pegs, a long MX-style
seat and plenty of Honda power, the XRL lets you carry a passenger with ease. No maintenance
hassles here, even in case of an off-road tipover. The sealed battery has plenty of cranking
power for the electric starter, and is well protected from the vibrations of off-road riding. Initial
rates are soft for supple action over small bumps and ripples, while increasingly stiffer rates
resist bottoming and maintain rear-wheel control over rougher surfaces. Four-stroke
single-cylinder engine offers good fuel economy and a wide powerband. With a full The inch
front wheel and inch rear wheel give you a wide choice of tire selection for on- or off-road
riding. Dry-sump design keeps the engine compact and eliminates the oil pan for superior
ground clearance and damage resistance. With the engine oil in the frame, the frame itself acts
like a giant oil cooler. Disc brakes front and rear provide superior stopping power. Both front
and rear disc rotors are drilled for lightness and better wet-weather performance. Motorcycles
Reviews Honda Offroad Dual sports. Engine Type cc air-cooled dry-sump single-cylinder
four-stroke Bore And Stroke Use for comparison purposes only. Your actual mileage will vary
depending on how you ride and maintain your vehicle, weather, road conditions, tire pressure,
cargo and accessories, rider and passenger weight, and other factors. California version differs
slightly due to emissions equipment. Read More. What do you think? Motorcycle Finder:. Honda
XR. Competing Vehicles. Active filters:. About US. Contact Us. Automotive journalist job. This
bike puts off road performance on the first place and regardless of what type of road lies
beneath you, it is able to deal with it with poise. The Honda XRL also offers all the benefits of
light weight, smart electric starter and excellent fuel economy. Power comes from a strong cc
overhead cam engine that is able to keep the bike lively in any situation. As far as suspensions
are concerned, the Honda XRL is packed with a 43mm air-adjustable leading-axle Showa
cartridge fork up front and a rear Pro-Link Showa single shock with spring preload, position
compression and position rebound damping adjustability. Hit the jump for more information on
the Honda XRL. Off-road it has the power, suspension, and durability a dirt rider demands.
On-road its light overall weight, electric starter and excellent fuel economy make it the perfect
commuter, even for long trips. Its bulletproof cc overhead cam engine produces huge torque
and power. Air cooling keeps things simple and reduces maintenance chores. Baja tough, the
XRL has the versatility to take you anywhere you want to go on a motorcycle, without the hassle
of having to trailer a dirtbike. New graphics for keep it looking up to date, too. The proven
design and components make it super reliable, too. Check out the features that make the XRL
such a competent machine on both the street and in the dirt: Semi-double-cradle steel frame.
Lightweight aluminum box-section swingarm with quick-detach rear wheel. Items like that make
it a great dirt bike, while front and rear disc brakes, push-button electric starter, and a compact
speedometer, steel fuel tank, and superior fuel economy make it an excellent street machine.
The XRL is fully equipped for the street: Horn, turn blinkers, license-plate light, mirrors,
speedometer and more. Dry-sump design keeps the engine compact and eliminates the oil pan
for superior ground clearance and damage resistance. With the engine oil in the frame, the
frame itself acts like a giant oil cooler. Disc brakes front and rear provide superior stopping
power. Both front and rear disc rotors are drilled for lightness and better wet-weather
performance. Four-stroke single-cylinder engine offers good fuel economy and a wide
powerband. Initial rates are soft for supple action over small bumps and ripples, while
increasingly stiffer rates resist bottoming and maintain rear-wheel control over rougher
surfaces. Ultimatemotorcycling " Honda announced a wide array of bikes and quads this week,
among them, the XRL". On-road its light overall weight, electric starter and excellent fuel
economy make it the perfect commuter, even for long trips". Motorcycles Reviews Honda
Supermotard Dual sports. Kirby Garlitos. Automotive Aftermarket Expert - kirby topspeed. Read
More. What do you think? Motorcycle Finder:. Related Manufacturers. Active filters:. About US.
Contact Us. Automotive journalist job. Pro-Link Showa single shock with spring preload,

position compression and position rebound damping adjustability; On the automotive side, the
Prelude joined the lineup. Those bikes remain mechanically unchanged, but have been
aesthetically updated with new graphics and plastic. For many years, this bike was the standard
small-bore off-road four stroke. In , the bike entire was updated. The updated engine put out a
useable 19 horsepower at rpm. Though the bike was new, it kept the antiquated air-cooling and
conventional suspension fork. The XRR was the king of entry level off road four strokes. It was
simple, indestructible, and reliable. This bike was discontinued in , replaced by the more
modern CRFX. Introduced in , the XRR was wildly popular. It was reasonably light pounds and
made a pleasant 32 horsepower at rpm. The XRR was king of the Baja races. It was introduced
in , and was updated again in The XR only made 38 horsepower at its peak, but its torque was
impressive. In , Honda replaced this desert warrior with the XRR. An all-new cc, liquid cooled,
SOHC engine was mated to an aluminum box frame. The large XR did carry substantial girth,
however, at pounds dry. The XRR is an incredible desert racer. It has won every professional
desert race its entered. It remains one of the few stock dirt bikes that can touch mph. I love this
thing. I believed that if it could do both it was no good at either. I was wrong. This bike gets up
on the highway 70 miles per hour easy and I was surprised at how smooth it is. The tires work
well in the dirt. How many motorcycles can handle this kind of variety? Not many. It has lots of
power and plenty of upgrades available to have fun with. This bike is worth every penny.
California version differs slightly due to emissions equipment. Your browser does not support
HTML5 video. Motorcycles Reviews Honda Dirt bikes. Anthony Kodack. Read More. What do
you think? Motorcycle Finder:. Honda XR. Competing Vehicles. Active filters:. About US.
Contact Us. Automotive journalist job. Tough, agile and sleek the Honda XRL is ready to tackle
any terrain with poise. This unstoppable off roader is powered by an air-cooled dry-sump,
single-cylinder, four-stroke, cc, SOHC engine that deliver a fuel consumption of 52 mpg. The
engine is brought to life by an electric starter and its power is kept under control by a five-speed
transmission. The motorcycle is also fitted with a gear-driven counterbalancer for the engine
which reduces tiring vibrations. The bike is built on a stiff steel frame that was carefully forged
to withstand the toughest punishments of dirt riding. Hit the jump for more information on the
Honda XRL. Off-road it has the power, suspension and durability a dirt rider demands. On-road
its light overall weight, electric starter and excellent fuel economy make it the perfect commuter,
even for long trips. Its bulletproof cc overhead cam engine produces huge torque and power.
Air cooling keeps things simple and reduces maintenance chores. Baja tough, the XRL has the
versatility to take you anywhere you want to go on a motorcycle without the hassle of having to
trailer a dirtbike. The proven design and components make it super reliable, too. Our cc single
in the XRL can handle off-road terrain, so it can certainly handle your daily commute. The
Honda XRL is a reliable, affordable and practical dual sport bike. The long travel suspensions
are perfectly tuned for tough riding, being able to swallow bumps and jumps without too much
fuss. Air-cooled dry-sump single-cylinder four-stroke. Use for comparison purposes only. Your
actual mileage will vary depending on how you ride and maintain your vehicle, weather, road
conditions, tire pressure, cargo and accessories, rider and passenger weight, and other factors.
California version differs slightly due to emissions equipment. Read More. What do you think?
Motorcycle Finder:. Honda XR. Competing Vehicles. Active filters:. About US. Contact Us.
Automotive journalist job. One Year transferable, unlimited mileage limited warranty; extended
coverage available with a Honda Protection Plan. The Honda XRL is a benchmark for the
dual-sport class as it eats Baja races for breakfast and yet chooses to take its act on the streets,
dirt roads, remote trails and forgotten byways. For , Honda continues production relying on a
powerful, electrically started motor and on a rigid, but versatile chassis, ending into the most
notorious do-it-all motorcycle out there. This unit provides excellent grunt at all rpm levels
without the implicit vibrations and bringing the comfort of an electric start system on work
horses such as this one. Also, with a 27 degree rake and 13 inches of ground clearance, you
know that this is serious business underneath you and must be treated as such. Having created
the XRL as a winning combination from the very beginning, Honda rarely reconsiders the
approach towards its dual-sport banger. The Honda XRL would have first made an entry on the
incredibly demanding market in and it was derived from the XRR model which made serious
impression all through the s when it was produced and successfully raced in Baja With those
pieces mounted on the bike, Honda pretty much figured out how their new race-derived model
will look like and it did so all through the s with only color scheme changes. For , they had it
Shasta White with Rainbow Blue colored. This was to be changed in Shasta White with Uranus
Violet for and Finally, they went for the simple Shasta White color scheme starting with This
meant adding the Red and White color scheme which is kept until this day. Suzuki seems to be
keen on getting a slice of the pie and the DRSE is the model helping them achieve that. Like the
Honda, this Suzi combines off- with on-road performance with the help of an air-cooled cc,

four-stroke single, SOHC engine that had proven its efficiency in both environments. In this
category, the five-speed tranny is a must and the Suzuki DRSE sure has it, as it has the
electronic ignition and the Mikuni carburetor. With rigid steel frame and suspensions, 1.
Probably the best looking cc dual-purpose motorcycle in is the Kawasaki KLR This bike is so
into wind protection and comfort that it features a massive half fairing with implemented
headlight as well as a plush seat for those day-long rides. The engine is a liquid-cooled cc,
four-stroke, DOHC, four-stroke single fed through a Keihin carburetor so it seems that Kawi
went all the way when creating this KLR model. Honda may not be that much into styling as
Kawasaki is and that is all because of the race features. They try to keep the body as light as
possible without going for an aluminum frame which is so uncharacteristic for the given
category. As a result, all pieces are individualized and not unified into a half fairing like on the
KLR Red painted and covered in graphics, the 2. The seat molds perfectly on it, indicating the
perfect place for the rider to be positioned in a comfier riding position. At the rear end, the
taillight is high-mounted for greater visibility. The Honda XRL is an absolute blast to ride from
the very first moment you get on it and no matter where, street or dirt road. The first thing that
strikes you is the 37 inches high seat which is more than I would have needed, but the perfect
thing for tall riders. Starting is the easiest thing with the help of a push button and the big
four-stroke single starts providing a very strong and potent exhaust note straight from idling
engine speeds. I let the motor worm up a little bit and away I went for the highway. I was pretty
doubtful in what concerned the handling characteristics at higher speeds due to the high center
of gravity and all-road rubber, but I must say that at a constant speed of 65 mph, it is very easy
to switch lanes and go around other vehicles on the road. The engine is consequent in
delivering the best of torque at low revs so cruising in fifth gear is the recommended solution
on your way to the sand dunes. In this case it is a boring buzz coming through the handlebars
and which becomes insignificant when shifting. Finally spotting a country road, I went on that
and waited for the first impression and nothing. How come? Apparently, that was too easy for
the king of Baja and the long travel suspension soaked that spotless so I was surely going for
the serious stuff. This is where the high ground clearance not only kept my knees dry, but made
me realize how easy I was taking it. A real work horse, the Honda XRL will easily go over logs
and climb steep hills so if you choose to do that on its seat, I recommend special off-road tires
in order to get the best results. The disc brakes are highly effective and reassuring so any
courageous incursion can easily be put to a stop. Simply awesome! Overall, the Honda XRL is
an unbeatable adventure bike no matter where you choose to ride it. On this thing, fun and
entertaining is only matched by reliability and affordability. The Honda XRL is not only
competitive in what concerns road behavior, comfort and endurance. With the XRL, Honda
shows that not the long years of refinement make the difference, but getting the combination
successful from the beginning. Displacement: cc Type: air-cooled, dry-sump, single-cylinder
four-stroke Bore and Stroke: mm x 82mm Compression Ratio: 8. Suspension Front: 43mm
air-adjustable leading-axle Showa cartridge fork with position compression damping
adjustability; Motorcycles Reviews Honda Offroad. Maxx Biker. Read More. What do you think?
Motorcycle Finder:. Honda XR. Competing Vehicles. Active filters:. About US. Contact Us.
Automotive journalist job. A tripletree-mounted front fender leaves plenty of room for almost a
foot of front suspension travel. Cheek fairings shroud the engine and direct the cooling air, and
a stubby fuel tank and bench seat finish out the flylines in a decidedly dirt-tastic fashion. Seat
height falls out in the nosebleed section at inches tall; tiptoe zone for many riders, but
necessary to accommodate the generous suspension travel. Flank panels below the two-up
bench seat enclose the subframe area and guard the central-mount muffler. Honda may be right
about this being an all-road bike, but at the end of the day it comes off looking like pure dirt.
Steering geometry measures out at 4 inches of trail with 27 degrees of steering-head rake,
numbers that provide a certain amount of stability while retaining some agility. Showa provides
the suspension components with a set of 43 mm forks up front and monoshock in back. The
forks come with air-adjustable preload and position compression damping while the Pro-Link
rear shock sports adjustable spring preload and position, compression- and rebound-damping
adjustment. At Laced wheels drive that point home even further with a single disc on both ends
to manage braking duties with a twin-pot caliper to bite the front disc and a single-piston caliper
pinching the rear. At 21 inches, the front wheel is capable of negotiating some pretty rough
stuff, as is the 18 incher that brings up the rear. Street-knobbies do provide decent traction on
the hard, but you had better respect them or you will find yourself in a lowsider one day, and
probably sooner rather than later. If there are any remaining questions about the intended use
of this ride, the 13 inches of ground clearance should remove all ambiguities. This bike is built
for the bumpy stuff, no doubt about it. An air-cooled thumper drives the ride with a mm bore
and 82 mm stroke that gives us a total displacement of cc. A single over-head cam times the

four-valve head, and a mild, 8. Oh, and carburetor fans rejoice! The powerplant still uses a
Power output is around 40 ponies, and top speed is around mph, way faster than you should
ever go on knobbies, says I. I find this simplicity to be refreshing, and feel like this ride will be
easy for the lay-mechanic to maintain; a huge selling point in my book, especially on a bike that
may see service well off the beaten path. The lines between dual-sport and adventure bike vary
from manufacturer to manufacturer, and at first I was tempted to draw the KLR from Kawasaki.
A small fairing and windshield give it too much of an adventure-bike look that makes it seem
like more bike than it really is, so in spite of the similarities, I have to cast it aside for the
difference in looks if nothing else. Suzuki saves the day with its DR S, an almost identical twin
to the XR with the same clamp-mount front mudguard and similar flylines all the way back. The
two mills measure out exactly the same at cc but where Honda claims around 40 ponies, Suzuki
claims Close, but enough of a difference to mention. Seat height on the DR is over two-inches
lower at Both mills run with carbs, in case you were wondering. Do dual-sports really exist, or
are they just cleverly marketed surplus enduros? Whatever the case, I have to acknowledge the
staying power this Honda XR exhibits. Kudos, Honda. That said, I am feeling it. As a mechanic, I
like the simplicity. See our review of the Kawasaki KLR See our review of the Suzuki DRS. Read
more Honda news. All images featured on this website are copyrighted to their respective
rightful owners. No infringement is intended. Image Source: powersports. Motorcycles Reviews
Honda Offroad Dual sports cc Attention fuel-injection haters! The XR and the DR both run with
carbs, so with all else being equal, it might come down to price. Allyn Hinton. Writer and
Associate Motorcycle Editor - allyn topspeed. If it had moving parts, it had Allyn's interest from
a very early age. At age 11 when bicycles were too simple to hold her interest any longer, her
father found her taking apart the lawn mower. Having shared her love of motorcycles with her
now husband, biker TJ Hinton, Allyn brings that love and knowledge to TopSpeed as writer and
associate motorcycle editor. Read More. Related Articles. What do you think? Motorcycle
Finder:. Honda XR. Competing Vehicles. Active filters:. About US. Contact Us. Automotive
journalist job. In addition, its proven powerplant requires very little maintenance. Adventure is
just the push of a button away. Fully equipped for the streetâ€”including turn signals,
license-plate light, mirrors, speedometer and more. No maintenance hassles here, even in case
of an off-road tip over. The sealed battery has plenty of cranking power for the electric starter,
and is well protected from the vibrations of off-road riding. American Honda Motor Co. Thank
you for visiting In times like these, we all need something we can count on. And in the world of
big-bore dual-sport bikes, nothing compares with the Honda XRL. Its simple, air-cooled cc
single-cylinder engine offers legendary reliability and plenty of power, while an electric starter
makes your life easier. Long-travel suspension and a rugged steel frame perfected in Baja
smooth out dirt roads and in-town commutes, no matter how lousy the pavement. And you
know what? Download Brochure. Left Arrow Right Arrow. Premium Features. Standard
Features. You are now leaving the Honda Powersports web site and entering an independent
site. The Honda XRL is a legendary bike. But because of how brutally perfect it is for serious
off-road adventures. Fully street legal, thousands of riders use it as a brilliant commuter. But
when the road ends and the trails start, an entire generation of riders has proven that this is the
machine you want, because it never lets you down. Its ultra-tough cc overhead-cam engine has
torque and power to spare. Long-travel suspension is trail proven, and easily tames the
gnarliest pavement. The XRL is the dual-sport that rolls up its sleeves and gets the job done.
Electric from the First Moment On. Rocky uphill section? Stop-and-go traffic? No problem.
Starting on the XRL is easy, thanks to the push-button electric starter with an automatic
decompression system. The XRL is designed to be tougher than the trail with rugged
construction, sturdy steel frame, and simple air-cooling. Few motorcycles offer truly broadband
dual-sport performance, but the legendary XRL is equally at home on the road and in the dirt.
Whether your travels include dirt roads, single-track trails, highways or byways, the XRL opens
the door to riding adventure like few motorcycles ever have. For , the much-beloved XRL is
ready to expand your riding horizons as well. Looking for a new dual-sport bike? These days,
you have a lot of good machines to choose from. And a Honda starts looking better and better.
Taken together, they elevate your new Honda XRL far above other similar machines.
Long-Travel Front Suspension With a full Street-Legal Features Fully equipped for the
streetâ€”including turn signals, license-plate light, mirrors, speedometer and more. Electric
Starter Adventure is just the push of a button away. In addition, its proven powerplant requires
very little maintenance. With the engine oil in the frame, the frame itself acts like a giant oil
cooler. Initial rates are soft for supple action over small bumps and ripples, while increasingly
stiffer rates resist bottoming and maintain rear-wheel control over rougher surfaces. Sealed
Battery No maintenance hassles here, even in case of an off-road tip over. The sealed battery
has plenty of cranking power for the electric starter, and is well protected from the vibrations of

off-road riding. Passenger Ready With a passenger grab strap, folding passenger pegs, a long
MX-style seat and plenty of Honda power, the XRL lets you carry a passenger with ease.
Transferable one-year, unlimited-mileage limited warranty; extended coverage available with a
Honda Protection Plan. Justin Cooper captured a hard-fought thir
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d-place finish to get on the podium for the fourth time this season at the sixth round of the
Monster Energy AMA Supercross SX East Championship with his teammate Mitchell [â€¦].
Staying Fit is difficult these days with gyms closed, fitness equipment scarcity, parks and
tracks closed. So what do you do and how to you inspire yourself? You must be logged in to
post a comment. News Ticker. Length Width Height 49 in. Seat Height Wheelbase Fuel Capacity
2. About Michael Le Pard Articles. Owner and Founder of Total Motorcycle. Supporting over
Motorcyclists and Motorcycling for 21 great years. Total Motorcycle is my pride and joy and
being able to reach out million people has been incredible but I could not have done it without
the support of my visitors, readers and members, thank you so much! You are making a
difference to millions of riders worldwide. Thank you. Previous Honda Fury Guide. Stay Fit! Be
the first to comment Leave a Reply Cancel reply You must be logged in to post a comment.

